The authors of "Cellular tension encodes local Src-dependent differential β~1~ and β~3~ integrin mobility" (Mol. Biol. Cell \[2019\] 30, 181--190; originally published in MBoC In Press as [10.1091/mbc.E18-04-0253](http://www.molbiolcell.org/cgi/doi/10.1091/mbc.E18-04-0253)) wish to make corrections to the affiliations and acknowledgments of the article.

In the original HTML and PDF versions, the affiliation was "^b^Institut Albert Bonniot, Université Joseph Fourier, INSERM U823, CNRS ERL 5284, Grenoble Alpessite Santé, F38042 Grenoble Cedex 09, France." This has been corrected to read "^b^Institute for Advanced Biosciences, Centre de Recherche Université Grenoble Alpes, Inserm U 1209, CNRS UMR 5309, F-38700 La Tronche, France."

Also in the original HTML and PDF versions, the authors omitted the acknowledgment paragraph. It has been added as it appears below.
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The HTML and PDF versions were corrected on the *Molecular Biology of the Cell* website on January 31, 2019. These corrections may not appear on copies of the article that reside on other websites.
